On the other hand, from time to time, literary movements crop up which reject the immutability of rules pertaining to literature, an example of which is Deconstruction, whose proponents feel that:
there is no philosophical school or tradition that doesn't carry along with it a background narrative linking up present interests with past concerns. Most often this selective prehistory involves not only an approving treatment of ideas that fit in with the current picture but also an effort to repress or marginalize anything that doesn't fit. The history of the reception of the rest of Christine's work makes the lack of interest in her war manual more intriguing. For
Christine was immensely popular in her own time and, after a few centuries in which Christine was out of favor, the eighteenth century saw her regain her popularity. The zenith of her success came in the 1970s, as the feminist movement challenged the prevailing, male-dominated canon of literature. Christine, who was an anomaly in her own time, was now hailed as a precursor to the woman's movement. She was erroneously labeled "the world's first feminist writer" (proto-feminist is more appropriate).2 "Christine indeed appears always to have considered herself as somewhat of an anomaly ... she adapted male poetics for female authors, for there was no female model" (she attempted to change system) .
That which cannot be placed in a system presents the critic with two choices: (1) change the system to allow for the anomaly; or (2) minimize the importance--and hence the impact--of anomaly. Hence marginalization. Modern critics changed Christine's marginalized status and that of her works, with one notable exception.
Beginning in the 1970s, an ever increasing number of Christine's works were read, translated, and annotated.
Dissertations on her works began to appear, and the Christine de Pizan Society came into existence. Yet, her war manual was not part of this resurgence. The critics who have considered the manual have briefly commented on and dismissed it as the writing of a "traditionalist whose writings lack original ideas ... nothing more than the repetition of received ideas" (Huot 361 ) , or in the most laudatory instances, "a translation" , and a "popularization of Vegetius" (Willard 180 ).
History has seen fit to relegate Le livre des fais d'armes et de
chevalerie to the status of a second class text, or even a forgery, a plagiarism, without looking at the time in which it was created, the many ways in which it deviates from the source texts, and the highly creative style of the second half of the manual, a portion of the work on which no one has commented.
The debate over Christine's authorship, most particularly in regard to the war manual, began in her own time. "She was censured by some for pillaging from other authors" (Edmonds 36) . "Opponents [of the time] ... treated her with patronizing condescension or even claimed that monks and clerks had forged her work" (Davis 159).
Christine herself "tells us that some individuals accused her of having 'monks and students forge her works,' so incredulous were they that a woman could be a successful writer" (Hindman 460) .
This thesis will show that Christine's work does indeed rely on
Vegetius; yet her work is creative and original, both in its style and in its content. The second half of the manual makes use of some material from Honore Bonet's Tree of Battles, but in its style and in its choice of material is the most creative part of the work.
Christine's manipulation of her sources is in itself evidence of her creativity for, as she says, through the character of Bonet:
It is good that you take and gather of the tree of battles that is in my garden, some fruits of which you shall use. So shall vigor and strength the better grow within yourself therefore to make an end of your present work, and to build an edifice pertinent and desirable to the sayings of Vegetius and the other authors of which you have taken help. You must cut asunder some of the branches of this said tree and take of the best and upon the same timber you shall set foundation of one of your said edifices .... (L4r).
Description of the Manual
We must now turn our attention to the manual itself. For it will provide the proof of Christine's creativity, of her attention to the manual's practicality and to the impact the manual had on its own society and on successive generations. The manual is divided into four parts. The first two parts rely mainly on a famous ancient Christine faced much the same problems. France was torn apart by civil wars, and the young king (Charles VI), due to mental instability, was unable to assume proper leadership of the country.
And, after several decades of relative peace France was unprepared for a civil war and imminent attacks from the English.
Christine, like Vegetius, sees the danger that lies in infighting at the expense of national defense. She wisely makes use of Vegetius's work in the first half of her manual .
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For Vegetius's work had been widely used and heralded throughout the centuries: "Vitruvius and Vegetius were regarded as authorities on fortification in the Middle Ages" (Curtius 52 n.). Bonet is inserted into the discussions in the first half of the manual as well.
"The opening chapters of Book I, however, are devoted to a discussion of the "just war," reflecting not only concerns of Bouvet Christine's use of material from Honore Bonet is a more interesting matter, as it is his work that was consulted in forming the more creative half of the manual. More important however, is
Christine's relation to Bonet. They were contemporaries; Bonet's work appeared in France only a few years before Christine's.
Christine was a member of the court; she would have had access to knowledge about any state problems arising from weak national defenses before it would have been available to Bonet. As a close friend of the Du~e of Orleans, she was also familiar with the everchanging state of affairs Willard 175) . Bonet, although a contemporary, was secluded from court circles. As a result, his material was more idealistic than practical. His material, especially his concerns for the state of the church in times of war, was of philosophical significance during this time (the time of the Great Schism as well of civil war) but of little practical importance. His ideas regarding the church's involvement in war had potential practical value, if they could be disseminated to the widest audience (Coopland 19, 21 ) . Christine, whose earlier writings had gained her much fame and a certain degree of power, was a writer who would provide the avenue through which Bonet's work would reach a wider audience.
The differences between the two works ought, however, to discourage any critics from dismissing Christine's work as a copy of It is significant that nobles comprised a large section of the reading audience. Aside from clerks, nobles were the only members of society who were literate; therefore, it would be ridiculous not to assume that a large portion of Christine's audience would be the French nobility. Members of the nobility had commissioned all of Christine's earlier works, and she was therefore dependent upon them for her livelihood. Willard (184) believes the commissioning authority to have been John the Fearless Manipulating sources is an instance of originality (Curtius 326) .
When Christine uses Vegetius, she so indicates in many, if not most instances (B1 r-B2v, B5v-B7v, C1 r, C4v-C8r, D2v-04v, 08r-E2r, E7r, F3r, F4r, F6v, HSv, H7r, 13v, L2v) Christine draws most from those sections of Bonet's work which deal with the problems regarding ransom and safeconduct, and, in a particularly interesting instance, the problem arising from a foreign student living in a city under siege (01 r-02v). It seems crucial to Christine (i.e. to the persona that stands for Christine within the text), and to the master with whom she converses, that all persons who might be affected in times of war be accounted for. It must be stated that the loving epithet "dear love Christine"
is not present in most copies of the text (Willard 183) . It is possible, however, to find those instances where Christine inserts her gender, if not herself, into the text less overtly. And here again, this is most evident in the second half of the manual. In several instances, the Christine-persona and the master discuss the role of women in times of war.
Here for the first time as well, Christine reveals her feelings regarding this work. Her own sentiments regarding parts one and two are revealing as well: she is exhausted by the work required in writing the first two parts of the manual, and so saying, indicates that this section is intended to be a respite from that: "As I did await entering into the third part of this present book and my wit,
as almost weary of the pesaunt weight of the labor concerning the two other preceding parts . . . . " (L4v). Therefore, Christine herself sees some difference between the two halves, fundamentally in the toll they seem to take on her, and in the pleasure she seems to take in creating the second half.
History of the Manual's Reception
Christine's pleasure in creating the second half of the manual appears to have had some impact on part of her audience, at least, for the manual was an instant success upon its publication. It did appear too late to stem the invasion from England; however, it struck a chord with much of the French populace who wanted peace at all costs. It was not the practical aid that Christine had hoped.
It was a strong work on peace and national unity, one of many Christine published during her lifetime.
The only English translation of The Book of the Faytes of arms
and Chivalrye is the 1489 Caxton text is available on microfilm but it is black letter which has been photographed, so the quality is This appears to me to also be a case of gender trouble. For the 1970s resurrected Christine's work and saw in it early feminist ideas, when indeed the only thing that definitely can be attributed to
Christine is a belief that women ought to be better educated. She was not a feminist; that is a modern idea. She may be considered instead a proto-feminist: someone who saw that women were worthy of more than they were receiving from society, yet content, and even agreeable to the subservient role of women to men within medieval culture. Such a progressive attitude toward women explains why medieval audiences might have been reluctant to accept this war text from a woman. Yet it says nothing about modern critics who are generally even more damning in their faint praise of the manual.
The quotation given at the beginning of this thesis would seem particularly applicable in providing an explanation for ignoring the manual: Christine's manual did not fit either into her "feminist writings" as modern criticism sees it. This text contains very little reference to women (as mentioned in the section on Bonet), and would therefore not advance any feminist critics' agenda.
Traditional literary study has also commonly, and perhaps unjustifiably, excluded studies of warfare in its analyses of medieval texts. Christine's manual would therefore be considered to lack the necessary literary qualities to make it interesting and potentially valuable as a literary source.
Conclusion
Modern critics have judged, and indeed dismissed this medieval text. It is, apparently, not sufficient to stress the anomaly of a female's being the author of a manual of war. Rather than find interest in this fact, modern critics are among the most vehement in denying Christine the credit of authorship.
It is apparent that the The Book of the Faytes of Arms and
Chivalrye is more than a "popularization of Vegetius," as Willard, its most sympathetic critic, terms it. Nor is the work a mere amalgam of Vegetius, Bonet, and minor sources, a skillfully arranged set of translations. It had impact in Christine's time, and even more in early Renaissance England after her death. A logical explanation for the manual's disappearance after the late fifteenth century is the changing art of warfare. The many advances in technology rendered
Christine's other works were resurrected in the 1970s, her war manual continued to be ignored. This is unfair; for the originality Christine displayed in manipulating her use of her sources, the attention that is paid to women's interests, and the unique style of the second half makes her manual a work of creativity and originality, interesting to critics looking for more than a mere guide to medieval warfare.
